
“We canvassed 
a number of 

different options 
and found 

that the LEAP’s 
functionality 

was the best for 
us and for the 
expectations of 

our clients.” 

ANA JAGLIC, PRINCIPAL
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Advantage Legal was established in March 2018 with 
a focus on compensation and commercial law. The 
firm believes in ‘New Age Law’ – they like to challenge 
the way legal services are delivered to reduce 
timeframes and improve service for their clients.

Advantage Legal’s client-centric approach means that they are highly-
accessible to their clients and advice is delivered in plain language. The 
Advantage Legal team embrace technology, and with LEAP were able to 
establish a paperless office with none of the initial hiccups you might 
expect when starting a new firm.

LEAP provided Advantage Legal a smooth start
“We have been very fortunate with the establishment of our technology-focused 
law firm. To date, we have not experienced any of the horror stories associated 
with starting a new firm. Doing our research and partnering with the right 
providers such as LEAP alleviated a lot of start-up hiccups for us. We have all of 
our precedents handy and merging properly, and the Outlook integration gives us 
the professional standard our clients expect. We found starting with By Lawyers an 
absolute necessity, as it provides an impressive library of precedents.”

Advantage Legal describes LEAP as tech-focused, 
modern and reliable
“We are a technology-driven law firm. We operate a paperless office, embrace 
technology and utilise it to the fullest extent for the benefit of our clients. LEAP was 
a natural fit for us. The cloud-based system allows us to access our work anywhere 
we go, coupled with the seamless integration of the LEAP Mobile App is great. We 
(and our clients) also love LawConnect, the portal which allows us to send large 
documents in a secure manner, without the need for email attachments. It gives our 
clients direct and prompt access to their information.”

When Advantage Legal started in early 2018,  
LEAP was a natural fit.



For more information, please visit www.leap.com.au

To book an obligation-free demonstration call 1300 607 625

LEAP saves Advantage Legal considerable time
“LEAP integrates with Microsoft Office really well; it saves emails and documents 
into LEAP and auto-populates client details. It also enhances our agility and ability 
to work remotely. We have the LEAP App on our mobile phones and tablets and are 
able to access our files while out of the office. The ability to use mobile phones to 
convert voice to text (perfect for file notes) is absolutely brilliant.”

LEAP’s support allows Advantage Legal to get back to 
work fast
“The LEAP service has been fantastic. The training, online support and helpdesk staff 
have been great. We also absolutely love the online LEAP Community. How could 
we not? Difficult procedures (like end of the month bank reconciliation) are divided 
up into small easy-to-understand step-by-step online tutorials.

“We had a situation where I couldn’t print a document. I called LEAP and the lady 
called back, explained the reason it wasn’t printing, ran me through how to convert 
the format of the text, saved it and I was able to print straight away. The issue was 
resolved in less than 20 minutes!”  

Advantage Legal encourage other firms to get on 
board
“Once you’ve been trained and you realise how great the system is, you won’t look 
back. We were hooked from the first obligation-free demonstration - that’s how 
good LEAP is. We seriously struggled to focus with other practice management 
providers and we kept comparing them to LEAP.”

There are two LEAP features that Advantage Legal 
can’t live without
“The first is automatic receipts and disbursement capture when using InfoTrack.  
The second is auto-population of documents. It’s fantastic having repetitive 
information just appear on your document for you.”
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Advantage Legal are 
active social media 

users and encourage 
you to connect with 
them on Facebook, 

LinkedIn and Instagram.
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